Gordon Gekko, the fictional wall street financier in the 1987 film “Wall Street” said, “the most valuable commodity I know of is information”\(^1\). The notion of “insider dealing”\(^2\) refers to the dealing of “a security based on asymmetric information the inside trader has but which has yet to be reflected in the security price”\(^3\). In précis, it refers to making a profit or avoiding a loss by trading based on a confidential “inside” information which is yet to become public. It gives an advantage for the “inside dealer” at the expense of the others who are yet to receive the information. That is, perhaps, why the astute Gekko in advising a young greenhorn states that “If you're not inside, you're outside”\(^4\).

**Illegalising insider dealing**

Despite the academic quandaries as to whether “insider dealing” should be a punishable offence or not, the United States became the forerunner in illegalising, and criminalising “insider trading” following the “Great Depression”, and it is considered to be the country which “vigorously” regulates “insider

\(^1\) Stanley Weiser and Oliver Stone, ”"Wall Street" - Original Screenplay by Stanley Weiser and Oliver Stone'\(\text{(Dailyscript, 23 April 1987)}\) <http://www.dailyscript.com/scripts/wall_street.html>\(\text{ accessed 15 April 2018}\)

\(^2\) or “insider trading” – as termed in the US


\(^4\) Stanley Weiser and Oliver Stone, ”"Wall Street" - Original Screenplay by Stanley Weiser and Oliver Stone'\(\text{(Dailyscript, 23 April 1987)}\) <http://www.dailyscript.com/scripts/wall_street.html>\(\text{ accessed 15 April 2018}\)
dealing”\(^5\). After a few decades, the United Kingdom introduced criminal sanctions\(^6\), and much later introduced civil regulatory mechanisms\(^7\), through which EU directives\(^8\) and regulation\(^9\) on “insider dealing” were adapted.

In the US, the Securities Exchange Act of 1934 established the Securities and Exchange Commission (SEC), and section 10b of the Act empowered the SEC to enact rules against fraud in securities trading, and subsequently SEC enacted Rule 10b-5 - a broad anti-fraud provision. With no precise and substantive Federal Law particularly addressing “insider dealing”, the regulation of “insider dealing” was developed through regulations and enforcement by the SEC, and case law resulting in a complex legal framework\(^10\).

It was not until 1980 “insider dealing” was criminalised in the UK\(^11\). Davies and Worthington note that the alternative approaches such as “mandatory disclosure” requirements, “prohibition of trading”, general law remedies for breach of “director’s fiduciary duties” and “breach of confidence” were “rarely an effective deterrent” of insider dealing\(^12\). Hence, the Companies Act of 1980 specifically criminalised “insider dealing”\(^13\). Currently, the offence of “insider dealing” is stipulated in Part V of the Criminal Justice Act of 1993 (CJA) which implemented the EEC Directive\(^14\) on “Insider Dealing” in the UK\(^15\). The Financial Services and Markets Act of 2000 (FSMA) through which the EU
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\(^15\) Jane Welch, Matthias Pannier et al., Comparative Implementation of EU Directives (I) – Insider Dealing and Market Abuse (The British Institute of International and Comparative Law 2005) 14 - 19
Directive\textsuperscript{16} was subsequently implemented\textsuperscript{17}, (and since 2016, the EU Market Abuse Regulation\textsuperscript{18}) also prohibits “insider dealing” as a part of its prohibition on market abuse. It established the Financial Conduct Authority as the principal regulator of the financial market. The FSMA is the civil regulatory measure, counterpart to the purely criminal approach in the CJA. Hence, the UK has both criminal, and civil regimes applicable in parallel in the cases of “insider dealing”.

In Sri Lanka, it was in 1987 insider dealing was criminalised under Part V of the Securities Council Act No 36 of 1987\textsuperscript{19} \textsuperscript{20}. Section 32 of the SEC Act\textsuperscript{21} comprehensively defines the offence of insider dealing. Further, Section 33 exposes public servants or former public servants to liability for insider dealing, and Section 33A provides for summary conviction, and fine and/or imprisonment for insider dealing.

\textbf{Defining “Insider” – UK & Sri Lanka}

\textit{United Kingdom}

In the UK, Section 57 of the CJA defines “insider” as a person who has inside information and knows that it is inside information\textsuperscript{22}; and who has inside information and knows that he has it from an inside source\textsuperscript{23}. Under the CJA, only “individuals” can be prosecuted for “insider dealing”\textsuperscript{24}, implying that only natural persons can be “insiders”, thus, legal persons are excluded from the definition. And this definition also imposes a \textit{mens rea} requirement that, the individual should “know that it is inside information”. In further elucidating, CJA stipulates three categories of “insiders”. 1) a person has information from an inside

\begin{flushright}
\footnotesize
19 Later following the Securities Council (Amendment) Act No 26 of 1991, renamed as the Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act. \\
20 later renamed as SEC Act \\
21 Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act No 36 of 1987 (as amended) \\
22 s.57(1)(a), Criminal Justice Act 1993 \\
23 s.57(1)(b), Criminal Justice Act 1993 \\
24 s.52, Criminal Justice Act 1993
\end{flushright}
source if and only if he has it through being a director, employee or shareholder of an issuer of securities; 2) having access to the information by virtue of his employment, office or profession. Individuals falling under these two categories are denoted as “primary insiders.”

The third category of “insiders” stipulated in the CJA is a person whose direct or indirect source of information is a person of the previous two categories. Persons in this category are denoted as “secondary insiders” or “tippees.” This provision is broader than the US construal of “tippees” as it is not required that the tip was consciously communicated. A mere overhearing or eavesdropping of inside information would sufficiently fall into this category. Mens rea is a very important constituent of this definition. The person receiving the information from the “primary insider” should know that it is an inside information and it is coming a “primary insider”, therefore as Davies and Worthington point out, in case of a “sub-tippee or sub-sub-tippee” proving that they had known that it is from a primary insider can be problematic.

The FSMA definition is broader in scope than the CJA definition. Section 118B of FSMA defines “insider”. There are two notable additions in the FSMA definition compared to the CJA. First is the explicit stipulation of a person having inside information as a result of his criminal activities as an insider. By explicitly stipulating a person who obtained inside
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information through a criminal activity as an “insider”, the FSMA annihilated any uncertainties that may be casted in insider dealing cases where inside information was illegally obtained through hacking and/or cybercrime\(^\text{35}\). Second notable addition is the provision that a person is an “insider” not only when he obtains inside information through other means which he knows is inside information, but also, he “could reasonably be expected to know, is inside information”. This is an extension of the \textit{mens rea} element in the FSMA compared to the CJA. Thus, the FSMA encompasses a broader spectrum of persons within the definition of “insider” compared to the CJA.

\textbf{Sri Lanka}

In Sri Lanka, Section 32 of the SEC Act\(^\text{36}\) comprehensively defines the offence of insider dealing. Section 32(1) provides that, an individual connected with a company shall not trade in listed securities of that company if he has information which, (a) He holds by virtue of being connected with the Company; (b) It is reasonable to expect such a connected person by virtue of his position, not to disclose except for the proper execution of his official duties; and (c) He can reasonably be expected to know is unpublished price sensitive information in respect of those securities. Only when the above three criterions are satisfied, a person may be found guilty of the offence of “insider dealing”. Hence, it is evident


\(^{36}\)Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act No 36 of 1987 (as amended)
that the key category of “insiders” under the original SEC Act\textsuperscript{37} are solely defined by "connection" with a company.

This “connection” may be determined by either the person being a director of the company concerned or a related company, or the person being an officer other than a director, or an employee of the company or a related company, or having a professional relationship with the company or a related company, and in both cases where his position is expected to have given him access to inside information in relation to either company. Hence, under the SEC Act\textsuperscript{38} definition, a mere shareholder will not be an “insider”, and this is a significant lacuna in the Sri Lankan law pertaining to “insider dealing”. Furthermore, this “connection” test shares similarity to the position in the UK prior to the CJA 1993. Under CJA, shareholders are encompassed into the definition, and the “connection” test was replaced with the “access to information” test, thereby widening the coverage. However, by the 2003 amendment to the SEC Act\textsuperscript{39} the “access to information” test is introduced in Sri Lanka, but it did not replace the “connection” test.

\textbf{Sanctions}

Sri Lanka, having only the criminal regime addressing “insider dealing”, the issue of sanctions in straightforward. Section 33A of the SEC Act\textsuperscript{40} provides for the criminalisation and sanctions for any contravention of the provisions of Part V of the Act, thereby making “insider dealing” an offence which shall be tried in summary and punishable with “a fine not less than one million rupees, or imprisonment of either description for a term not less than two years and not exceeding five years, or to both such fine and imprisonment”\textsuperscript{41}.

\textsuperscript{37} Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act No 36 of 1987 (as amended)
\textsuperscript{38} Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act No 36 of 1987 (as amended)
\textsuperscript{39} Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka (Amendment) Act No 18 of 2003
\textsuperscript{40} Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act No 36 of 1987 (as amended)
\textsuperscript{41} Section 33A, Securities and Exchange Commission of Sri Lanka Act No 36 of 1987 (as amended)
UK, having two parallel regimes governing “insider dealing” naturally raises the question of the very necessity of parallel regimes, and leads us to the main question whether the sanctions for insider dealing should be: criminal or civil or both. The CJA provides criminal penalties for “insider dealing”, while the FSMA (in light of MAR\textsuperscript{42}) stipulates civil regulatory sanctions. However, the criminal, and civil regulatory actions are mutually exclusive due to the \textit{ne bis in idem} principle, which is stipulated in Article 4 of Protocol 7 of the ECHR. The ECtHR reiterated this principle in \textit{Grande Stevens and Others v Italy}\textsuperscript{43}. Thus, in an action against “insider dealing”, the authority must make a choice in opting its path of action, as double jeopardy is barred. This narrows down the question to whether the sanctions for insider dealing should be: criminal or civil. To begin analysing this question, it is key to reconnoitre the sanctions provided under each of these regimes.

The CJA stipulates a fine not exceeding the statutory maximum and/or imprisonment not exceeding six months in case of summary conviction\textsuperscript{44}, and a fine and/or imprisonment not exceeding seven years in case of conviction on indictment\textsuperscript{45} for “insider dealing”. The FSMA, on the other hand, empowers the FCA to impose a financial penalty “of such an amount as it considers appropriate”\textsuperscript{46} on a person committed market abuse\textsuperscript{47} which includes insider dealing, or instead of financial penalty make a public statement that the person has engaged in market abuse\textsuperscript{48}. The FCA is also empowered to apply to court for an injunction to prevent market abuse\textsuperscript{49}, or for an injunction to remedy\textsuperscript{50}, or an injunction to freeze\textsuperscript{51} or for a restitution order\textsuperscript{52} in cases of market abuse. Further, the FCA may also require
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the person concerned to pay appropriate compensation\textsuperscript{53}. At least three cardinal differences between the criminal and civil sanctions can be identified: 1) Incarceration as a punitive sanction is available only under the criminal regime; 2) The criminal sanctions can be imposed only by the respective Court of Law, while an administrative authority (FCA) is statutorily empowered to investigate, and impose financial sanctions or public statements under the civil regime; and 3) The criminal sanctions can be imposed only if the offence is proven “beyond reasonable doubt”\textsuperscript{54}, while the civil sanctions require a much lesser standard of proof: “more probably than not”\textsuperscript{55} \textsuperscript{56}.

The paramount purpose of regulating “insider dealing” is to ensure “smooth functioning of securities markets and public confidence in markets”\textsuperscript{57}. Analysing these differences in deference to its effect on curtailing “insider dealing” and promoting market confidence is crucial in answering the question whether the sanctions should be civil or criminal.

**To lock them up; or not**

In 2016, Martyn Dodgson, an investment banker who was found guilty by a jury for "insider dealing" was sentenced for four and a half years in prison. This is the longest prison sentence imposed thus far in the UK for "insider dealing"\textsuperscript{58}. In the US the longest prison sentence imposed for "insider trading" thus far is 12 years\textsuperscript{59}. Imprisonment is considered one of the serious forms of punishment, which, according to some scholars, impacts “physical”, “mental”, and “moral” deterioration on persons\textsuperscript{60}. The “utilitarian
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\textsuperscript{55} Miller v Minister of Pensions [1947] 2 All ER 372; Secretary of State for the Home Department v Rehman [2003] 1 AC 153, in para 55.
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\textsuperscript{58} 'Banker given record sentence for insider dealing' (BBC News, 12 May 2016)<http://www.bbc.co.uk/news/business-36277818> accessed 20 April 2018
\textsuperscript{60} Joycelyn M Pollock, The Rationale for Imprisonment. in Joycelyn M Pollock (ed), *Prisons*
justification” for punishment demands that the punishment must have a “deterrent effect” on the individual and society, “incapacitate” the person from recommitting the crime, “reinforce community norms”, and “reform” the punished. And the “retributive justification” for punishment demands that punishment be “proportional to the degree of wrongdoing”. This leads to the question, whether imprisonment is an appropriate punishment for “insider dealing”.

In the strictest sense, “insider dealing” is a victimless crime. A person’s decision to sell or buy securities is absolutely independent from the fact the buyer or seller of those securities did it based on confidential inside information. Manne ardentely argued that “no one is injured by insider trading”. In supporting Manne’s position, Engelen and Van Liedekerke conclude that “there is very little harm caused by insider trading” and distinguished “insider dealing” from market abuse. Nevertheless, the argument to the contrary seem to suggest that it is the market as a whole which is the victim. Despite the moral righteous tone in this argument, it is an inordinate exaggeration of victimhood. The arguments in favour of illegalising “insider dealing”, as presented in précis by Cole are: 1) “affects the efficiency of the market”; 2) “undermines investor confidence”; 3) “immoral”, and “inherently unfair”; 3) “contrary to ethics”; 4) “damages companies and shareholders”. While the efficiency and investor confidence arguments are
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disputed by several scholars\textsuperscript{67}, we can observe that the foundation of the other arguments lie in “ethics, morality, and fairness” rather than “malice”. In most cases of insider dealing the information used is “typically legitimately acquired as a consequence of one’s occupational position”\textsuperscript{68}. Nonetheless, studies\textsuperscript{69} suggest that, “Insider Dealing” is a well calculated act, mostly committed knowing its wrong. Thus, entails the justification for punishment, and Öberg argues that imprisonment is the effective punishment\textsuperscript{70}.

On the other hand, it is not impossible to satisfy the “utilitarian justifications” and curtail “insider dealing” through civil regulatory sanctions. Even “retributive justice” to the ancient standard of “eye for eye, tooth for tooth”\textsuperscript{71} would not warrant imprisonment over financial penalty for a financial crime. A punitive financial penalty, coupled with a public statement, and prohibition from trading and/or profession for a period of time would be a “proportional” punishment sufficiently effecting “deterrence”, “incapacitation”, and “reform”, and “reinforce community norms”. In support of this Bachner, a renowned defence attorney in several “insider dealing” cases in the US stated that “those involved in insider trading cases that result in civil charges rarely offend again”. Firey, striding further, claims that “it’s wrong to lock someone in a cage for acting rationally” and argues that “there is nothing for society to gain


\textsuperscript{70} J Öberg, 'Is it 'essential' to imprison insider dealers to enforce insider dealing laws?' [2014] 14(1) Journal of Corporate Law Studies 111 - 138


Exodus 21:24
from sending [inside dealers] to prison.”

Even Öberg who grounds his argument in favour of imprisonment over civil penalties on the thesis that civil penalties don’t result in “sufficiently strong moral condemnation” apart from a theoretical appraisal, doesn’t provide any empirical evidence to support his thesis. Hence, there seems no unequivocal reason, except for superficial and predominantly subjective “moral” considerations, to prefer imprisonment over civil sanctions.

Sanctions by Court or Administrative Authority

A criminal penalty under the CJA can only be imposed by a Court of Law after a fair trial, whereas the FSMA empowers the FCA to impose civil sanctions. In Ridge v Baldwin, the House of Lords held that principles of natural justice apply to administrative and quasi-judicial decision making as well. Accordingly, natural justice principle of “nemo iudex in causa sua” becomes a key consideration when FCA acts as the regulator, prosecutor, and the imposer of civil sanctions. Rix LJ in R (Kaur) v ILEx held that, “participation in a prosecutorial capacity… will disqualify or else raise concern in the mind of the fair-minded observer about the appearance of impartial justice. Even an employee of a prosecuting agency may fall within this disqualification or concern, even though not employed in a prosecutorial capacity… However, that would not apply to every employee. Similarly, mere membership of a prosecuting association will not disqualify, where there is no involvement in the case in question, but a more senior role in governance may possibly do so”. Thus, it is not impossible for a regulatory authority to separate its inquiring and prosecuting arm from the decision making arm in order to comply with the principles of natural justice. In fact, the FCA has a “separate”
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Regulatory Decisions Committee\textsuperscript{77}, which is not only separate from FCA’s “executive management structure”\textsuperscript{78}, but also has its “own legal advisers and support staff” who are “separate from the FCA staff involved in conducting investigations”\textsuperscript{79}. Further, it also provides for an appeal to an upper tribunal. Barnes, in his analysis of UK’s enforcement track record, states that it is only after the introduction of the civil regime the enforcement was “pursued rigorously”\textsuperscript{80}. A reason would be that the civil regulatory approach relaxes the procedural rigour archetypal to the criminal regime, and provides diverse options of sanctions, thus enabling effective enforcement on a case-by-case basis. In addition, the FCA is also empowered to bring criminal prosecutions under the CJA\textsuperscript{81}.

**Standard of proof**

While the criminal regime requires the offence to be proved “beyond reasonable doubt”\textsuperscript{82}, the civil regime requires a lesser standard of “on the balance of probabilities”\textsuperscript{83}. However, Lord Hope in **Clingham**\textsuperscript{84} held that, “there are good reasons, in the interests of fairness, for applying the higher standard when allegations are made of criminal or quasi-criminal conduct which, if proved, would have serious consequences for the person against whom they are made”\textsuperscript{85}, and referring to Lord Bingham\textsuperscript{86} stated that, “if this is done the civil standard of proof will for all practical purposes be indistinguishable from the criminal standard”\textsuperscript{87}. “Insider Dealing”, despite the academic debates, is stipulated as a crime
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under the CJA, which *ipso facto* elevates its seriousness under the civil regulatory regime as well. Hence, the very existence of a parallel criminal regime for the same offence invites a higher standard of proof, if not the criminal standard, for the civil regime too. It seems that the Tribunal in *Davidson and Tatham*[^88] has acknowledged this.

**Conclusion**

Imprisonment is the only sanction exclusive to the criminal regime. Ashworth contends that “custodial sentences should be used as sparingly as possible”[^89]. As observed above, when the very criminality of “insider dealing” lies predominantly on ethics and morality, it warrants the question whether imprisonment is the appropriate sanction for “insider dealing”. As stated by the South African judge Himestra J, imprisonment is “a harsh and drastic punishment [which must] be reserved for callous and impenitent characters”[^90]. The civil regulatory regime is time and cost efficient[^91], empowered to impose diverse sanctions varying from public statement to fines, and if necessary, empowered to prosecute under the criminal regime. Thus, it is more sensible to utilise the civil regulatory apparatus as the norm, and reserve the criminal regime for the “callous and impenitent” exceptions.

In Sri Lanka, where “insider dealing” is solely governed by a criminal law regime, and there are calls for a stronger civil regulatory and enforcement regime constantly being presented from various quarters[^92]. As emerged from the discussion above, it is pivotal that an efficient civil regulatory regime, in addition to the criminal regime, is introduced in Sri Lanka and pitfalls’[^2016] 17(3) ERA Forum 311 - 322 in 322
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without undue delay to efficiently deter “insider dealing”.